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This book is an exploration of React Native. The book begins by guiding you on how to install

React Native and set it up on your system. In most programming languages, the programmer is

allowed to create some components. The programmer might then need to customize the

component later. React Native supports this via “props». This book excellently guides you in

how to do that. Despite props, which can be used for controlling a fixed data, “state” can be

used for controlling data which often changes. These have been explored in this book. You are

also guided on how to use the JavaScript styling in your React Native app. Mobile apps need to

get data from a user and then perform an action based on that data. This is discussed, as well

as the ScrollView and ListView components, which are good for the presentation of long data.

You are also guided on how to create animations as well as how to integrate your React Native

app with the other apps.The following topics are discussed in this book:- Installation- Props-

State- Style- Dealing with Text Input- The ScrollView- Networking- How to Integrate with Other

Apps- Handling Touches- Animations

From the Back CoverLearn software engineering from scratch, from installing and setting up

your development environment, to navigating a terminal and building a model command line

operating system, all using the Scala programming language as a medium. The demand for

software engineers is growing exponentially, and with this book you can start your journey into

this rewarding industry, even with no prior programming experience.Using Scala, a language

known to contain “everything and the kitchen sink,” you’ll begin coding on a gentle learning

curve by applying the basics of programming such as expressions, control flow, functions, and

classes. You’ll then move on to an overview of all the major programming paradigms. You’ll

finish by studying software engineering concepts such as testing and scalability, data

structures, algorithm design and analysis, and basic design patterns.With Software

Engineering from Scratch as your navigator, you can get up to speed on the software

engineering industry, develop a solid foundation of many of its core concepts, and develop an

understanding of where to invest your time next.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorJason Lee Hodges is currently a Software Engineering Lead at a high

growth unicorn technology startup. He started programming when he was 11 years old and

currently codes in Python, Java, Scala, Kotlin, Typescript, and Rust on a daily basis. He

believes Scala is the ultimate teaching language and that anyone who is willing to put in the

work can learn to be a software engineer. You can reach Jason on Twitter @jasonleehodges.--

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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not affiliated with this document.IntroductionReact Native is ideal for the development of mobile

apps. With this, you can create your app with much simplicity. The framework can be used on

all platforms, including Windows, UNIX, and Mac OS X. With React Native, you can create an

amazing mobile app by use of JavaScript only. This is very easy compared to using other

programming languages such as Android. This book guides you in this. Enjoy reading!Chapter

1- InstallationReact Native is just the React you know, with the exception being that it uses

native components as building blocks rather than web components. For you to learn the basic

structure of a React Native app, it is good for you to learn more about the basic React

concepts such as the components, JSX, props, and state. Even though you are good in React,

you should learn more about the React native features such as the native components.React

Native versions 0.33 and 0.32 werereleased in 2016. These have made some changes and

improvements to the previous versions of React Native.The instructions for installation of React

Native are dependent on the kind of platform on which you need to begin development.For

Windows and Android, you should have the node.js, Watchman, React Native command line

tools, and Android Studio.Python2 and node.js can be installed via the Chocolatey, which is a

very popular package manager for Windows. Launch your command prompt as the

Administrator, and then execute the following commands:choco install nodejs.installchoco

install python2The Nodes comes with npm, and this will let you install the command line

interface for React Native.npm install -g react-native-cliAfter that, feel free to download and

install Android Studio. You can then test whether the installation of React Native was

successful or not. This can be done via the React Native command line tools. Just create a

new React Native project named “MyProject” and then execute the command “react-native run-

android” inside the folder which you have just created. This is demonstrated below:react-native

init MyProjectcd MyProjectreact-native run-androidIf everything was setup correctly, then you

should observe the new app running on your Android emulator. However, it is good for you to

note that the packager is not automatically launched after executing the above command. The

following command can be used for launching this:react-native startConsider this Hello World



example written in React Native:import React, { Component } from 'react';import { AppRegistry,

Text } from 'react-native';class HelloWorld extends Component {render() {return (<Text>Hello

world!</Text>);}}AppRegistry.registerComponent('HelloWorld', () => HelloWorld);As you might

have noticed, most of the above code may look like JavaScript. Note that React Native comes

with support for ES2015, meaning that you can this without being worried about issues to do

with compatibility. The import, from, class, extends, and () => are part of the ES2015 features.

The above sample code also helps you to learn more about the ES2015.The line “<Text>Hello

world! </Text>” uses JSX syntax for the purpose of embedding XML code within JavaScript.

Many frameworks make use of a special templating language for embedding code inside the

markup language. However, this is not the case in React Native, as the JSX will allow you to

write the markup language inside the code. <Text> is just a built-in component which is used

for the purpose of displaying data.Note that in the code, we have created a new component

named “HelloWorld,” and then it has been registered with “AppRegistry.” During the

development of a React Native app, you will create numerous new components. Whatever you

see on the screen will be a component. There are even simple components, but the “render”

function will providee some JSX for rendering the component.The component “AppRegistry” is

used for telling React Native the root component in the whole application. Any application

should only have a single call to the “AppRegistry.registerComponent.” You just have to paste it

in the “index.ios.js” or “index.android.js,” and you will have everything running as

expected.Chapter 2- PropsIt is possible for you to customize most components once you have

created them, with different parameters. Such creation parameters are referred to as

“props.”The “Image” is a basic component in React Native. Once you have created an image,

you can make use of a component known as “source” so as to determine the kind of image it

will display. This is shown below:import React, { Component } from 'react';import { AppRegistry,

Image } from 'react-native';class DisplayImage extends Component {render() {let picture = {uri:

'https://www.websitename.com/uploads/images/d/de/image.jpg'};return (<Image

source={picture} style={{width: 193, height: 110}}/>);}}

AppRegistry.registerComponent('DisplayImage', () => DisplayImage);Make sure that the path

in the URL path leads to where you have stored the image. The variable “picture” has been

defined by use of the “let” keyword, and we have surrounded it with curly braces, and this has

been done to embed it to JSX.The components you create can also make use of props. This

will allow you to create a single component which can be used in several places within your

app, but with different properties in each place. You just have to use “this.props” in the “render”

function. This is shown in the following example:import React, { Component } from

'react';import { AppRegistry, Text, View } from 'react-native';class Salutation extends

Component {render() {return (<Text>Hello {this.props.name}!</Text>);}}class GreatSalutation

extends Component {render() {return (<View style={{alignItems: 'center'}}><Salutation

name='Salutation1' /><Salutation name=' Salutation2' />< Salutation name=' Salutation3' /></

View>);}}AppRegistry.registerComponent('GreatSalutation', () => GreatSalutation);The “name”

has been used as a prop. It allows us to customize the “Salutation” component, and this makes

it possible for us to make use of this component in each salutation. The example makes use of

the “Salutation” component in JSX, which is similar to the built-in components. This is so

powerful and it makes React so coolThe use of “view” is of importance in this case. It makes it

possible for us to control the style and the layout in the app. When using props together with

other basic components such as Image, Text, and view, it is possible for you to make a wide

variety of static screens.Chapter 3- StateIn React Native, there are two types of data which can

be used for controlling a component, that is, props and state. The parent is responsible for



setting props, and these remain fixed in the entire of the component. If the data is to change,

then we have to use “state.”State should be initialized in the constructor, and for you to change

it, you have to call the “setState” method.Suppose you need to create a continually blinking

text. The text will set for only once after the creation of the blinking components and this

indicates that the text will be a prop. The property of whether the text is on or off will keep on

changing, and this will have to be set as a state. This is shown below:import React,

{ Component } from 'react';
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